
Seafoam Celtic Knot Cross Brass Cremation Urn
(PM11158)

We're sorry, this product is no longer available.

Cremation Urn Volume

Is this the right size urn?

This urn is designed for a loved one with a healthy weight of 180 pounds or less before
cremation.

Product Information

Availability:
Usually ships same or next business day. If custom personalization is selected, item will ship in 1-
2 business days.

Exterior Dimensions:
6-1/8" W x 10-1/2" H

Volume:
180 cubic inches

The Seafoam Celtic Knot Cross brass cremation urn is crafted from genuine solid brass. This urn has a top-
opening with a secure threaded lid.

Optional Eternal Embrace Pendant
Turn pictures, art, and words into a beautiful Eternal Embrace Pendant. Pictures and/or words are
permanently engraved on to the pendant. Text engraving can be up to 2 lines with a total of 25 characters
per line and will be done on the front or back of the pendant. You can also choose to do photo engraving on
the pendant. Includes 36" of silver satin ribbon. If pendant option is not selected, the Eternal Embrace
Pendant will not be included with the urn.

The Eternal Embrace Pendant is made with a unique process in which
thousands of small impressions are made into the metal. The image to
the left helps illustrate how the pendant reveals itself at different angles
and lighting conditions. This unique characteristic presents a subtle but
distinct presentation.

This keepsake offers you a lasting, tangible remembrance of your loved one. Its durable construction and
timeless design creates an elegant pendant that will be appreciated and may be handed down from
generation to generation.
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Product Reviews

Showing the most helpful 3 reviews:

Seafoam Celtic Knot Cross

Reviewed By: Linda C. on 04/30/2013

The sea foam Celtic urn is beautiful and just what I wanted. It is of high quality. Will
recommend your firm highly.

Thank you.

Very pleased

Reviewed By: John on 09/16/2011

We were very pleased with the Seafoam Celtic Knot Cross Brass Cremation Urn.
the quality was excellent and it was a good value for the price.

celtic knot cross urn

Reviewed By: candy on 04/23/2015

I just ordered the celtic unr for my mother in law, can't wait to get it, looks so
"perfect" for her. she was Very proud of being irish. I must say that the staff was very friendly and so
helpful,, so much so I placed my order over the phone just to have the plesant help, kindness is good for a
sad heart thank you KC ; )
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